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ABSTRACT
Events that take 10s to 100s of ns like cache misses increas-
ingly cause CPU stalls. However, hiding the latency of these
events is challenging: hardware mechanisms suffer from the
lack of flexibility, whereas prior software mechanisms fall
short due to large overhead and limited event visibility. In
this paper, we argue that with a combination of two emerg-
ing techniques – light-weight coroutines and sample-based
profiling, hiding these events in software is within reach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To avoid wasting processor cycles while waiting for the result 
of some long event, an effective strategy is to hide the event 
latency by concurrently executing independent instructions. 
Applying this strategy to either hardware or software, people 
have arrived at satisfactory solutions to events with dura-
tions at both ends of the spectrum: for events that take a very 
small amount of time (e.g., less than 10 ns), such as L1 misses 
and complex arithmetic instructions, hardware mechanisms 
like out-of-order executions can efficiently detect them and
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Figure 1: Hiding events of different durations: existing hard-
ware and software mechanisms and our proposal; OoOE: out-of-
order executions, SMT: simultaneous multithreading.

instantaneously interleave instructions to minimize CPU
stalls [2, 59]; for events that run for sufficiently long (e.g.,
over 1 `s), such as disk I/O and using offboard accelerators
(e.g., GPU), software mechanisms like OS process scheduling
offer great flexibility with reasonable overhead and provide
functionalities like on-demand scaling of concurrency and
fine-grained control over application performance [60, 64].
However, the solution is less clear for events with dura-

tions in themiddle of the spectrum, ranging from 10s to 100s
of ns, such as L2 cache misses, memory accesses and opera-
tions with onboard accelerators. Events in this range account
for a significant portion of CPU stalls – some widely-used
modern applications lose more than 60% of all processor
cycles due to memory-bound CPU stalls [3, 13, 31, 62], and
are getting prevalent – there is an increasing number of on-
board accelerators in modern server processors [26, 32]. For
these events, hardware mechanisms like simultaneous mul-
tithreading (SMT) (e.g., Intel’s Hyper-threading) suffer from
limitations due to their lack of flexibility, which is manifested
in two aspects: limited degrees of concurrency and negative
impacts to application performance. In terms of degrees of
concurrency, modern CPUs have only 2 to 8 threads per
physical core, which is insufficient for SMT to fully hide the
latency of events like memory accesses [28, 31, 53], especially
for applications that have large memory footprints and thus
frequently incur cache misses (e.g., data analytics [5, 70, 71]).
In terms of application performance, SMT is known to likely
lead to significantly increased latencies [24, 55, 67, 68]. This
is because SMT focuses solely on multiplexing instruction
streams to best utilize core resources, without explicitly
managing the impacts to application performance, which
the hardware has little visibility to. While there are propos-
als [25, 67] that mitigate these issues by redesigning the hard-
ware (e.g., supporting a large number of software-controlled
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hardware threads), these proposals require significant hard-
ware changes and are thus not feasible today.

Since relying on hardware to handle events of medium
durations is unsatisfactory, how about hiding them in soft-
ware? Unlike hardware mechanisms, software mechanisms
have the flexibility to support high degrees of concurrency
and minimize negative impacts to application latency: the
former is due to using software contexts, and the latter is due
to controlling application performance while hiding events
for CPU efficiency. However, hiding these events in software
is highly challenging due to software’s lack of efficiency, in
the form of large switching overhead and limited event visibil-
ity. In terms of switching overhead, for traditional threads
of executions like OS processes and kernel threads, context
switches take several hundreds of nanoseconds or even a
few microseconds [14, 38], which is prohibitively expensive
for hiding the target events. In terms of event visibility, a
software mechanism must be able to detect the presence of
an event in order to hide it, which is challenging for events
like cache misses that are not exposed to software.

Fortunately, we see a way forward by mitigating the afore-
mentioned inefficiency of software mechanisms via a novel
combination of two emerging techniques: light-weight corou-
tines [17, 44, 63] and sample-based profiling [10, 35, 66]. First,
by adopting cooperative multitasking, light-weight corou-
tines support fast context switchings that take only several
nanoseconds [6, 36], allowing us to interleave coroutine exe-
cutions with low overhead. Second, sample-based profiling
leverages hardware performance counters available in mod-
ern CPUs to sample hardware events of interest in produc-
tion with negligible overhead. The profiled information is
then used to guide instrumentation of coroutines, so that an
instrumented coroutine will appropriately yield to hide the
latency of events. Fundamentally speaking, sample-based
profiling provides software with the much needed visibility
to hardware events, while allowing flexibility based on ap-
plication characteristic. Note that both techniques require
no changes to existing hardware and are getting adopted in
production systems [27, 51, 56, 72], which makes them ideal
building blocks for easily deployable software mechanisms.

To demonstrate the feasibility of this idea, we present a de-
sign proposal targeting L2/L3 cache misses, where we walk
through the set of important design choices that one needs
to make as they try to leverage light-weight coroutines and
profile-guided instrumentations. Our proposed mechanism
is carefully designed to meet three properties that we be-
lieve can facilitate adoption of the mechanism: transparent
interface, general applicability and controllable latency. We
elaborate on the rationale underlying our design choices in
the hope of showing that our proposed design not only fulfills
the desired properties, but more importantly exhibit many
other possibilities future work can explore and investigate.

In the rest of this paper, we elaborate on the enabling
techniques of our proposal (§2), present a design for hiding
L2/L3 cache misses (§3) and discuss open questions (§4).

2 ENABLING TECHNIQUES
In our proposal, we leverage two enabling techniques to miti-
gate the aforementioned drawbacks of software mechanisms
– light-weight coroutines to reduce switching overhead and
sample-based profiling to obtain event visibility. Next, we
elaborate on how they improve upon prior techniques and
how these improvements facilitate our proposal.
Light-weight coroutines: coroutines are generalized sub-
routines whose execution can be suspended and resumed.
Context switches of coroutines are orders of magnitudes
cheaper than traditional threads of executions like processes
and kernel threads. Being a user-space mechanism that re-
sides in a single process, coroutine context switch requires
no expensive system calls nor changes to the virtual memory
mapping. Moreover, since the coroutine context switch is ef-
fected by a visible yield function call, it only needs to preserve
a subset of registers (including instruction and stack pointer),
defined by the calling convention, of the current coroutine
and restore those registers of the resumed coroutine [36].
Thanks to these merits, recent coroutine implementations
have brought the context switch latency down to less than
10 ns (e.g., 9 ns for Boost’s fcontext_t [6]). Moreover, there
have been efforts on leveraging compiler support to further
reduce the overhead [16, 46]. For instance, a compiler might
determine a fewer number of registers that need to be pre-
served across a particular context switch. As we will discuss
later, by instrumenting coroutines based on profiled data, our
proposal is amenable to these compiler-side optimizations.

With the low switching overhead of coroutine, there have
been recent works that interleave coroutine executions to
hide memory accesses for pointer-based data structures in
databases [23, 28, 53]. However, they do not address the is-
sue of limited event visibility. Instead, they ask developers
to decide where these events may happen (e.g., loads that
cause cache misses) and hard code event handlers at these lo-
cations (e.g., issuing a prefetch instruction before switching
to a different coroutine) at development time. This approach
however requires significant engineering efforts – inferring
the presence of short events is challenging and error-prone
even for domain experts, and hinders wide adoption – man-
ual rewriting is needed for legacy code. Moreover, as we will
discuss in §3.3, yields inserted by developers are too sparse
to allow fine-grained control over application performance.
Sample-based profiling: profile-guided optimizations (PGO),
also called feedback-driven optimizations (FDO), is a com-
piler optimization technique that uses runtime information
collected via profiling for improving program performance.
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PGO has been proved highly effective for code optimiza-
tions [10, 48, 61]. Early efforts on PGO relied on instru-
mentation based profiling, which requires instrumenting the
application to collect profile information. However, this ap-
proach not only complicates the build process, but also incurs
significant CPU and memory overhead. More importantly,
instrumentation-based profiling cannot easily support our
proposal, because it is hard to obtain visibility into hardware
events like L2/L3 cache misses with only instrumentation.
Fortunately, to increase the adoption of PGO in production
environments, recent work has instead focused on sample-
based profiling [27, 33, 66], which relies on sampling using
hardware performance counters available in modern CPUs,
such as Intel’s Precise Event Based Sampling (PEBS) [1] and
Last Branch Records (LBR) [35]. Sample-based profiling re-
quires no special build and incurs negligible run time over-
head, both of which allows sample-based PGO to be widely
deployed in production environments [10, 22, 48, 50, 51].
Most importantly, as we will elaborate later, sample-based
profiling allows us to conveniently gather information on
hardware events, e.g.,where and how frequently these events
occur, which is then used for hiding these events in software.

3 A PROPOSAL
To illustrate how one can hide the latency of short events by
intelligently combining light-weight coroutines and sample-
based profiling, we next propose the design of an easily de-
ployable software mechanism targeting L2/L3 cache misses.

3.1 Requirements
With a focus on deployability, we distill three requirements
that we believe can facilitate adoption of the mechanism.
Transparent interface: the software mechanism should be
transparent to both applications and developers. It should
require no additional rewriting effort from the developer and
should be applicable to any code structured in coroutines.
General applicability: the software mechanism should be
applicable to a wide range of applications and implementa-
tions. Therefore, the mechanismmust not depend on features
or assumptions specific to certain programming languages,
application domains, data structures etc. to properly function.
Controllable latency: the software mechanism should al-
low fine-grained control over application latency. It can thus
be usedwith latency-sensitive applications to simultaneously
achieve low latency and high CPU efficiency.

3.2 Profile-guided yield instrumentation
The proposed software mechanism follows the same pro-
cedure as prior systems that leverage PGO, which involves
three logical steps: (i) running the original code (structured
in coroutines) in production environments and collecting

statistics about CPU stalls due to L2/L3 cache misses with
sample-based profiling mechanism, (ii) instrumenting the
coroutines so that they prefetch and yield to hide potential
cache misses according to the profiled data and (iii) using
the finalized code to interleave executions of instrumented
coroutines at run time. Next, we elaborate on the set of de-
sign choices we make to enable transparent interface and
general applicability in steps (i) and (ii). After that, we will
introduce how we ensure controllable latency by supporting
asymmetric concurrency in steps (ii) and (iii).
Hardware events to sample: for profiling, we first need
to decide the set of hardware events to sample, so that the
profiled data is useful to our mechanism. For hiding L2/L3
cache misses that cause CPU stalls, the ideal event would
have informed us the number of stalled cycles due to L2/L3
cache miss for different load instructions. Unfortunately, to
the best of our knowledge, such an event is not supported in
today’s CPUs.1 To mitigate this issue, we propose to sample
multiple events and combine their results, instead of relying
on a single event. Specifically, we propose to sample both (i)
load instructions that cause L2/L3 cache misses and (ii) the
stalled cycles. We learn from (i) the set of load instructions
that induce cache misses and correlate that with instruc-
tions causing CPU stalls from (ii), which leads us to load
instructions that likely cause CPU stalls. Additional events
can also be included to filter out stalls due to other reasons
(e.g., front-end stalls due to slow instruction fetching).

Besides the set of hardware events, there are other param-
eters to configure as well, such as the sampling frequency
and the size of the in-memory buffer that temporarily stores
sampled profiles. For these parameters, their corresponding
trade-offs (e.g., higher sampling frequency expedites profile
collections at the cost of higher run time overhead) have
been extensively studied in prior work [1, 47, 50], and our
proposal can follow the established practices here.
Instrumentation level: after sampling hardware events in
step (i), a key design decision we need to make for step (ii) is
at what level in the compilation pipeline we perform instru-
mentation, ranging from source code [9], to the compiler’s
intermediate representations (IR) [10], to the post-linked bi-
nary [50]. Operating at each level comes with its pros and
cons, and prior works on PGOmake different choices depend-
ing on their needs. In our case, we propose to instrument
at the binary level for the following two reasons. First, by
instrumenting at the binary level, our mechanism can be
applied to any application or implementation, as it does not
require access to the source code nor restrict developers to
any specific programming languages. Second, operating at
1A similar and supported event is stalled cycles while there are L2/L3 cache
miss demand loads. However, this event does not indicate causal relationship
between cache misses and stalls, and is not precise meaning that the exact
instructions (loads in our case) that caused the event are unavailable.
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the binary level allows us to surgically instrument at the
correct locations. Specifically, since sample-based profiling
collects data at the binary level, it is known that the closer a
level is to the binary representation, the higher the accuracy
with which the profiled data can be mapped back to that
representation [10, 11, 50]. To see this, consider a function
that is inlined at multiple locations. If the profiled data indi-
cates that instrumentation is needed at one of the locations
but not others, we can easily do that at the binary level, but
will have difficulty retrofitting the data back to higher-level
representations and correctly instrumenting at that level if
function inlining has not been performed yet.
While instrumenting at the binary level brings benefits

in terms of applicability and accuracy, it does suffer from
some limitations. One of them is relinquishing potential
optimization opportunities along the compilation pipeline.
Fortunately, as we will discuss next, operating at the binary
level still permits optimizations that can significantly im-
prove the performance of our mechanism. Another general
concern is the inability to perform operations that require
high-level semantic information. Fortunately, the logic of in-
strumenting yields to hide L2/L3 cache misses is independent
from the application logic or program structure.
Yield instrumentation: after deciding the sampled hard-
ware events and the instrumentation level, we next discuss
design problems that are directly related to instrumenting
yields to hide L2/L3 cache misses. We will not go into details
of the procedures in the instrumentation pipeline, such as
disassembly and control flow graph (CFG) construction, for
which our mechanism should be similar to existing binary
optimizers [7, 50, 51]. Instead, we elaborate on three aspects
specific to our use case: the conditions under which a yield
will be inserted at a location, the operations to instrument at
these locations, and optimizations to reduce overhead.

In terms of the conditions to insert yields, there is a trade-
off: aggressive instrumentation minimizes CPU stalls due to
uninstrumented cache misses, at the risk of incurring unnec-
essary overhead if a load turns out to be a cache hit. To make
better decisions in the face of this trade-off, we propose to
quantitatively model the gain and the cost of instrumenting
at a specific load instruction. This requires some statistics
that are either estimated from the collected profiles (e.g., the
likelihood of cache misses for a load instruction) or extracted
from the machine characteristics (e.g., the average latency of
an L2/L3 cache miss). Based on the statistics and modelling,
one could then decide whether to place yields based on dif-
ferent policies. A simple policy, for example, is to instrument
yields if the likelihood of cache misses is above a threshold.

Once we decide to yield at a specific load instruction, the
following operations are instrumented: (i) prefetching the
requested cache line before yielding, (ii) saving registers
to memory and setting the stack pointer and the program

counter to the ones of the next coroutine and (iii) restoring
registers from the memory (since the coroutine is resumed
at this point). These instrumentations ensure that the corou-
tine can correctly yield to a different one to hide the cache
misses. Various optimizations could then be applied to re-
duce the overhead due to instrumentations. One potential
optimization is to identify registers whose values will be
used later via a register liveness analysis [45, 52] and only
preserve the values of these registers. This directly translates
to less switching overhead. Another interesting optimization
is yield coalescing, which is applicable when instrumenting
multiple independent and adjacent loads. Specifically, instead
of inserting a yield for every load, we could issue prefetches
all together and instrument only a single yield to amortize
the switching overhead. Independence of adjacent loads can
be determined via dependence analysis [4, 43].

3.3 Asymmetric concurrency
Profile-guided yield instrumentation, as we described above,
hopefully allows us to hide L2/L3 cache misses in a way
that is transparent to developers and applicable to a wide
range of applications. However, it does not support fine-
grained control over application latency. To see this, consider
a case where we need to ensure low latency of a high-priority
coroutine, while improving CPU efficiency by interleaving
with executions of other coroutines. To support this use case,
what we need is for other coroutines to yield back to the high-
priority coroutine as soon as they have run for long enough
to hide the latency of L2/L3 cache misses. However, the
instrumentation mechanism described so far, which we call
primary instrumentation, places yields only at locations that
likely have cache misses. As a consequence, adjacent yields
can be arbitrarily far apart depending on the application,
preventing a coroutine from timely relinquishing the CPU.
Fundamentally speaking, our proposal has to reconcile

two seemingly conflicting needs: sparse instrumentation
(i.e., only inserting yields to hide cache misses) for improv-
ing CPU efficiency with minimal overhead, and dense in-
strumentation for managing the latency impact on yielded
coroutines. As a solution, we propose to support asymmetric
concurrency, which consists of two components. First, after
primary instrumentation, we add a scavenger instrumenta-
tion phase, where we strategically place additional yields to
ensure appropriate distance between adjacent yields. These
yields are conditional, hence can be turned on and off to alter
the mode of a coroutine at run time. Second, at run time, we
leverage coroutines in scavenger mode to hide cache misses,
while incurring minimal latency overhead to coroutines in
primarymode. Considering the previously discussed case, we
can now achieve both high CPU efficiency and low latency
of the high-priority coroutine by running the high-priority
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coroutine in the primary mode and other coroutines in the
scavenger mode. Next, we elaborate on the challenges associ-
ated with these two components and discuss our proposals.
Scavenger instrumentation: at this phase, the user pro-
vides a target inter-yield interval that is bounded but suffi-
cient to hide L2/L3 cache misses (e.g., 100 ns), and our goal
is to ensure that adjacent yields are separated approximately
this far. Achieving this goal with only static analysis is chal-
lenging: the latency of a basic block is hard to predict [19, 54]
and there can be multiple paths of vastly different lengths
between two basic blocks [18, 41]. Inspired by efforts in
trace scheduling [12, 20, 39], a technique that uses profiling
information for static instruction scheduling, we propose
to leverage profiling for scavenger instrumentation as well.
Specifically, profilingmechanisms like Intel’s LBR can extract
information like the latency of a basic block and the common
paths in the program [34, 35]. With profiled data, we could
first insert yields to ensure timely yielding in the common
case, then augment it with additional yields to bound the
worst-case inter-yield interval based on static analysis.

After the scavenger phase, we now have the final instru-
mented binary, which contains both primary yields for hiding
cache misses and (conditional) scavenger yields for timely
yielding. Scavenger yields are carefully placed to ensure ap-
propriate inter-yield distances, whereas primary yields may
be too close to or far from each other as their locations are
determined by the application memory access patterns.
Dual-mode execution: at run time, we propose dual-mode
execution: (i) a primary coroutine yields to scavenger corou-
tines in the face of a potential cache miss, and (ii) scavenger
coroutines will yield back to the primary once they have
run for long enough to hide the cache miss. For (ii), our
mechanism should scale up the number of scavenger corou-
tines on demand. Specifically, in the normal case, a single
scavenger coroutine is sufficient – the coroutine will run for
some time until it encounters a yield instrumented at the
scavenger phase, at which point the coroutine can directly
yield back to the primary coroutine. In other cases, multiple
scavenger coroutines may need to be invoked before return-
ing to the primary. This is because a scavenger coroutine
may encounter a yield that was instrumented at the primary
phase for hiding cache misses too early, in which case it will
instead yield to another scavenger to consume more cycles.
For example, for a coroutine that performs pointer chasing,
when operating in the scavenger mode, it has to rely on other
scavenger coroutines in order to fully utilize the CPU.
To summarize, we believe that some form of asymmetric

concurrency is critical for ensuring low latency with high
CPU efficiency. With our proposed design, we hope to shed
light on the design space that future work can explore, which
likely involves co-design of offline profiling, profile-guided
instrumentation and runtime control.

4 DISCUSSION
Now that we have proposed a way of hiding short events
in software, we discuss two important questions: (i) if we
could make changes to the hardware, what would the final
solution look like? and (ii) how could our proposal coexist
with software mechanisms designed for other purposes?

4.1 Hardware support
To make our proposal feasible, we have restricted ourselves
to techniques supported by today’s hardware. An interesting
question is then: what if we lift this restriction and envision
a hardware-software co-design? To approach this question,
we proceed with a software-centric view and look for the
minimal hardware support that will significantly benefit
our proposal. For this, we re-examine the two aspects that
software mechanisms fall short in, i.e., large switching over-
head and limited event visibility, and discuss to what extent
additional hardware support will be helpful to our proposal.
For switching overhead, we conjecture that it is not the

most critical issue, given the possible software optimizations
that could further reduce the overhead of coroutine switch-
ing [16, 46]. Specifically, while switching software contexts
requires storing/restoring register states to/from memory, it
supports high degrees of concurrency and fine-grained con-
trol, both of which are hard to obtain in hardware without a
significant hardware redesign. Moreover, since our proposal
targets events that last for 10s to 100s of ns, the sub-10 ns
overhead of coroutine switching is acceptable.
In contrast, we believe that event visibility is the aspect

that should receive more attention, where significant im-
provementmay be achievablewithmodest hardware changes.
Solely relying on profile-guided instrumentation for detect-
ing and hiding events is sub-optimal due to its static nature
– whether a coroutine will yield at a location or not is deter-
mined offline. Therefore, hardware support to expose events,
e.g., indicating whether a cache line is in L1/L2 cache, could
be highly useful here, as it allows yields to be conditional on
whether targeted events actually happen. While condition
checking adds some overhead, profile-guided instrumenta-
tion can mitigate this issue by placing conditional yields only
at locations that often but not always incur target events.

4.2 Software integration
Runtime scheduling: an interesting question is how to inte-
grate our proposedmechanismwith existing coroutine sched-
ulers [21, 72] whose logic is agnostic to short events. One ap-
proach is to run our mechanism on the side of the scheduler
and have the scheduler perform only a minimal set of addi-
tional tasks to support event hiding. For example, the sched-
uler could expose the set of coroutines in its ready queue,
so that our mechanism knows that they can be switched
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to when hiding events. A different approach is to have the
scheduler explicitly consider these short events when sched-
uling tasks. This is conceptually similar to how I/O events
receive special treatment in OS process scheduling. This ap-
proach could be appealing when performing fine-grained
scheduling of very short (e.g., `s-scale) tasks [15, 30, 49].
Coroutine isolation: there are two categories of isolation
mechanisms suitable for coroutines: software-based fault
isolation (SFI) and language-based isolation. SFI establishes
a logical protection domain by inserting dynamic checks
before memory and control-transfer instructions [58, 65, 69].
Language-based isolation relies on safe high-level languages
for isolation through a combination of static and dynamic
checks [37, 40, 57]. Language-based isolations can have lower
runtime overhead by adopting restricted memory models
and performing most of the checks at compile time [8, 29, 42].
However, adopting language-based isolations requires more
engineering efforts, due to the need of developing based
on restricted memory models and rewriting legacy code.
Since our proposal is applicable to different programming
languages, it can co-exist with either isolation mechanism.
An interesting question is whether a co-design of SFI and
our proposal can help reduce the runtime overhead of SFI.

5 CONCLUSION
With light-weight coroutines and sample-based profiling,
hiding short events that last only 10s to 100s of ns in software
is becoming feasible. By walking through a design proposal,
we shed light on the challenges that arise from leveraging
these two techniques, and hopefully offer some promising
directions towards addressing these challenges.
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